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glory is not less  m  the Jaina literature where Karandu is
transformed into Karakandu, who was also king of Kaliuga
at   Dantapura;    the    magnificent   Jaina    encyclopaedia,
now in course of publication,   the   AbhidhSna-Rajendra,
relates at length the  biography of  Karakan^u  (s.v.°)   and
refers to a series of texts ;  it  will suffice here to retain
the account  of the Uttaradkyayana sutra, XVIII,  45-46,
with the commentary of Devendra. Dantapura of Kalinga is
also famous  amongst the  Jainas  as the capital of King
Dantavakra (°vakka), " the best of the Ksatriyas " accord-
ing to the  Sutrakrtanga I,   6, 22,  specially  known  for
having involuntarily  roused an    emulation  of    devotion
and heroism  between two friends, Dhanamitra and Drdha-
mitra, the Indian parallel  of  Orestes and  Fylades  or of
Damon and  Pythias,  etc. ;  the  word danta  " tooth " or
".tusk" has suggested  the beginning of the story :  the
wife of. King Dantavakra,  who was enceinte had a desire ;
she wanted a palace  entirely built  of   ivory;  the  king
therefore orders to  keep all available  ivory reserved for
his   use.    Unfortunately,    the    wife   of   the   merchant
Dhanamitra, who was also enceinte, was seized by the same
desire,; for satisfying her the merchant and his  friend do
not obey .the order of the king ;  then each of  them  puts
forth his claim to be punished ;  the  king  is   moved  and
pardons them    (<?/.   AbhidhSna-Rajeudra  s.v.°   jpacchitta,
Vol. V, p. 186, and for the references s.v.° Dantavakka).
The Maha-Bharata mentions a prince named Danta-
vakra (pass.; of. Sorensen, Index, s.v.°) but he is the
king of KSrusa, the country situated between Cedi and
Magadha, to the south of KasS and Vatsa. Dantavakra,
the Karusa, is mentioned quite frequently in the Hari-
vaihSa, almost always in the company of Kalifiga; he
is the terrible adversary of Krsna who at last kills him.

